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ABSTRACT
Architecture held a central role in the child welfare programs developed in twentieth-century 
Greece. Τhis contribution discusses two key examples from the inter- and post-war periods: 
Panos-Nikolis Djelepy’s Children’s village in Voula, Athens (1933–34, 1936–39) and Emmanuel 
Vourekas’s Paidopoli in Agria, Volos (1955–58), both influenced by their respective political, 
social and cultural context. It explores how the projects have contributed to the establishment 
of a building typology centered around the imminent issue of the hospitality and care of the 
children and youth. A critical comparative analysis of the two projects is presented with a 
particular attention on the ways in which they addressed the relationship between building and 
context, inside and outside, nature and artifice, in line with the prevailing medical treatments in 
those days, casting a novel attention on issues of environmental performance.
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A
PANOS-NIKOLIS DJELEPY, CHILDREN’S VILLAGE 
IN VOULA: FRAMING THE CONTEXT
Architectural design for the child in the interwar period in 
Greece must be associated to two issues of social reform 
occurred in the country in the 1930s: public health1 and 
education innovations.2 Architect Panos-Nikolis Djelepy 
(1894–1976) received numerous project commissions 
for children and youth in that period from the Ministry of 
Welfare and the Patriotic Institution for Social Welfare 
and Perception (PIKPA), based under the auspices of 
the Ministry of Public Health and Social Welfare, whose 
principal cause from the 1929 onwards was to protect 
maternity and childhood.3 Djelepy would study over 
twenty-four buildings of the PIKPA organization which 
was exclusively oriented to the promotion of child welfare 
and “particularly creative during the 1929-1939 period, 
providing mother and child care in 110 towns across 
Greece,” following an architectural design stream that saw 
“prenatal and day clinics, hospitals and children holiday 
camps [being] built by young modern architects promising 

a new spirit for a better society.”4 For Djelepy, architecture 
bore a therapeutic, performative, and functional role. 
Among the studied projects for PIKPA, two children’s 
villages in Voula (1933–34; 1936–39) and in Penteli 
(1936–37), both suburbs of Athens, were inaugurated, for 
which the architect would gain international recognition. In 
particular, a detailed documentation of the projects5 with 
the title Villages d’enfants was published by Djelepy in the 
late 1940s, with a foreword by Jean Badovici, comprising 
an architectural design manual: a valuable documentation, 
through text, drawings and photographs of the architect’s 
broader commitment to designing health-inducing, 
stimulating and creative environments for the child. Fig. 1
The Children’s village in Voula addressed the then prevailing 
approaches towards the development of the child which 
reflected in the combined forms of technical, medical and 
hygienic as well as pedagogical and social management 
programs.6 The project was called to provide conditions 
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for the prevention, treatment and cure of disease, along 
with the intellectual, moral, civic and physical instruction 
of children during temporary stays: it therefore represented 
a community which assumed, as Djelepy highlights, “both 
a medico-sanitary and a medico-educational,” bearing, in 
brief, a “medico-social” character.7 During the Metaxas 
regime, special emphasis was placed on the moral, ethnic 
and religious education of children hosted in summer 
camps and villages: “school work and outdoor education 
are associated with military preparation and national 
education of pupils,”8 as a post-war effect which called 
for the nurture of national ideals. The children’s villages 
of the interwar period in Greece drew on two main former 
and contemporary architectural experiences: open-air 
schools9 and sanatoria10 in which a significant number of 
physical activities – exercise, walks, care and cultivation 
of the garden, play – were carried out in the open air. The 
basic purpose of setting such structures away from the 
polluted air of the city was the systematic strengthening 
of the children’s health through changes in climatic and 
conditions.11 Children’s villages that prioritized issues of 
health hence aligned with emerging structures, such as 
open-air schools and tuberculosis sanatoria, situated away 
from the cities so as to develop healthy activities close to 
nature: they aimed to offer combined medical supervision 
with a special pedagogy for pre-tuberculous children.

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION AND USE: BLENDING THE 
BOUNDARIES BETWEEN INSIDE AND OUTSIDE
Designed to accommodate 1,600 children, the Children’s 
village in Voula, a southern suburb of Athens, followed 
a pavilion-plan layout: buildings were freely placed in 
the landscape, according to the southeast axis which 
organized a series of buildings that preexisted in the site, 
and the dormitories were further grouped according to 
their typological similarities and the character of their 
surrounding vegetation. Fig. 2 The building complex 
comprised a central service and administration building, 
workshops and restaurants, five types of dormitory 
buildings, and various facilities dedicated to outdoor 
sports, play and recreation. Fig. 3 The circulation system 
culminated in the central square and from there the outdoor 
theater that bordered the Saronic Gulf coast. Architectural 
form and spatial distribution were inextricably linked with 
questions of program and the latter was in turn closely 
related to aspects of the natural context. The specificities of 
the climate, topography and the landscape were of central 
importance to Djelepy’s design of the building complex in 
Voula. Founded on the threefold modernist principle of “air, 
light and openness,” the project developed architectural 
elements which addressed the local climate in the buildings’ 
interior. The project thus reviewed the character of spatial 
boundaries, blending them, in order to offer through design, 
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as the architect envisaged, “a sense of free life that [...] 
merges with the landscape and the surrounding nature, for 
the benefit of the health of the body and soul.”12 Prevalent 
therapeutic treatments of tuberculosis in those days were 
climate-based and included the provision of heliotherapy 
and thalassotherapy, natural ventilation, nutritional 
management, and physical activity. The project in Voula 
aligned with its contemporary architectural projects which 
similarly centered around the first elements of therapeutic 
theory, namely the encouragement of natural healing 
agents such as clean air and the sun.13 The inextricable 
relationship to the landscape echoed in international 
children colony examples in which architectural form could 
“be traced back in some way to the sea, air and water.”14 
Continuous glass panels, large openings, covered outdoor 
spaces and loggias comprised elements that highlighted 
the continuity between inside and outside and guaranteed 
the optimal exposure of the body to nature, the sun and 

4

1
Inner cover page of the book Villages d’enfants by Panos-Nikolis 
Djelepy with a foreword by Jean Badovici (1949).

2
Panos-Nikolis Djelepy, Perspective view of the building complex, 
Children’s Village, Voula, Athens, 1933–34, 1936–39 (Djelepy, 
Villages d’enfants, 27).

3
Photograph of an outdoor pavilion, Panos-Nikolis Djelepy, 
Children’s Village, Voula, Athens, 1933–34, 1936–39 (Djelepy, 
Villages d’enfants, 37).

4
Panos-Nikolis Djelepy, Axonometric section of Type-Δ dormitory 
building for 50 children, Children’s Village, Voula, Athens, 1933–
34, 1936–39 (Djelepy, Villages d’enfants, 50).

5
Panos-Nikolis Djelepy, Plan, sections, elevations and 
perspective views of Type-Δ dormitory building for 50 children, 
Children’s Village, Voula, Athens, 1933–34, 1936–39 (Nikolaos 
Chatzipanayiotis Archive. ΑΝΑ20_420_02. 2023 – Benaki 
Museum / Neohellenic Architecture Archives).
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fresh air.15 Situated in a site that bordered the Saronic Gulf, 
the project benefited from the mild climate, proximity to the 
sea, and accentuated landscape, natural and topographical 
features of the area, aiming to provide, foremost, a healthy 
environment for the children’s activities to develop in. By 
extension, in the dormitory units walls were low divisions 
with rounded contours to allow for the free movement of 
the body in space, to enhance the quality of natural light 
and create rich visual perspectives. Fig. 4 The surfaces 
were white and smooth, while the furniture and equipment, 
especially designed for the project, were minimal, modular 
and often stackable, facilitating the sanitation of the spaces 
and their modification by the young residents. Moreover, the 
design of the interior spaces highlights Djelepy’s interest in 
rendering the child “participant” in the definition of space, 
after the hypothesis that “the solutions to the architectural 
issues of special type buildings are provided by the child 
itself within [the context of] its particular living space.”16

ARTIFICE/NATURE INTEGRATION: REINTERPRETING 
THE MODERN MOVEMENT HERITAGE
In Djelepy’s project in Voula, the references to Modern 
Movement architecture and its attention to the natural 
context and climate as integral aspects of the building 
organism are evident. On the one hand, the permeability 
of the ground floor level and the clear hierarchy between 
closed, semi-enclosed and open spaces were central 
design aspects. These were met in the design of the 

main administration building, by means of pilotis, of the 
majority of dormitories, by means of gardens, parterres and 
covered porches, Fig. 5 and of the restaurant, by means 
of an innovative treatment of its façade which consisted 
in large sliding glass doors that could unify internal and 
external spaces.17 On the other, the buildings incorporated 
elements that responded to passive design strategies to 
mitigate the local Mediterranean climate in the buildings’ 
interior,18 as in the experimental Type-E dormitory building 
for fifty children which featured, in contrast to the rest of the 
buildings, a symmetrical curved shape plan and an intricate 
system of sun control devices.19 The south-east façade, 
oriented towards the sea, was intended to guarantee 
optimal shade in the summer and natural illumination in 
winter through an extended perforated canopy. The façade 
comprised continuous, sliding glass panels with iron 
frames that met at the corners of the building and unified, 
in mild weather, the inside with the outside. By contrast, 
the north-west façade featured minimum openings, mainly 
a horizontal skylight on its upper part which allowed for 
natural cross-ventilation.The Type-E building features in 
both presentations of Djelepy’s project in the L’Architecture 
d’Aujourd’hui journal: in the 25/1949 issue dedicated to 
the topic of architecture and childhood (“L’architecture 
et l’enfance”)20 Fig. 6 and in the 10/1938 issue,21 in the 
section dedicated to the Modern Movement architecture 
output in Greece. An interior view included in the featured 
project material shows how the sleep and rest space of 
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the building transforms into an open-air room delimited 
by the covered terrace and protected by the deep canopy: 
the frame construction allows the wall to be dissolved in 
glass, only the construction remains, the coastal landscape 
flows in.22 Fig. 7 As the solar path diagrams included in 
these presentations suggest, the floor plan and façade 
design aimed at the maximum admission of sunlight at 
the dormitory’s interior and at the sufficient shading of the 
filter space.23 Fig. 8 As Dimitris Philippidis remarks, “Djelepy 
designed a series of buildings with significant possibilities 
to adapt to the weather conditions,”24 among them the 
Children’s villages in Voula and Pendeli, while displaying 
“a remarkable ability to assimilate various elements and 
integrate them into the ‘new architecture’.”25

The diagrams point to Djelepy’s “in-depth study of 
illumination issues”26 and the definition of spaces which 
responded to organic and physiological needs. The interest 
in these issues would resurface in further healthcare 
projects of his such as the Children’s Village in Pendeli and 
the Children’s Clinic in Athens (1939–40). The direction 
Djelepy takes, having had recently completed his studies 
in the École Spéciale d’Architecture in Paris, embraces the 
modernist concern with issues connected to climate and 
sun control, through the inclusion of elements such as brise 
soleil, fins, shutters, blinds, and pergolas, underlining the 
technical dimension of the medical-use building. The use of 
the sun control section as a project tool alludes to projects 
in Europe of the 1920s and ’30s such as Richard Döcker’s 

Waiblingen Sanatorium (1926–28),27 Alvar Aalto’s Paimio 
Sanatorium (1929–33) and Le Corbusier’s non-realized 
project for a Sanatorium in Lake Zürich (1934). Djelepy’s 
children’s village projects aligned with an architectural 
stream, prevalent throughout Europe in those days,28 which 
“attempted to rationalize the pursuit of good health and 
hygiene,”29 by means of “new materials and technologies 
such as reinforced concrete, steel-frame construction and 
glazed ceramic tile […] equally well suited to the fulfilment 
of a hygienic lifestyle.”30 These elements became tropes 
for the architectural responses to the prevailing medical 
treatments – to a broad extent subjective and empiric. 
Given that “early twentieth-century modernism occurred at 
a time when the notion of healing by symbolic association 
rather than the application of scientific methods was still 
relatively unchallenged,”31 as Margaret Campbell observes, 
exposure to the sun and fresh air were a central part of 
the healing process.In terms of architectural language, the 
Children’s village in Voula anticipates “a current that leads 
[Djelepy] to a neo-eclectic morphology of mixed elements 
from popular architecture which intersect with the 
rational mentality and which have not yet been completely 
surpassed:”32 the combination of modernist and vernacular 
architecture elements, such as the flat roof, the open-air 
room, the porch, the overhang, the white-washed surface, is 
already evident in his work, concerning both private single-
family houses and public projects. The project expressed 
a holistic approach towards the design for the child which 

6
The 25/1949 issue of the L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui periodical, dedicated 

to the topic of architecture and childhood (“L’architecture et l’enfance”)  
(L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui, cover page).

7
Presentation of the Children’s Village project in Voula in the section 

titled “Les villages d’enfants” in the 25/1949 issue of the L’Architecture 
d’Aujourd’hui periodical  (L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui, 98–9).

8
Presentation of the Children’s Village project in Voula in the section 

titles “Constructions scolaires” in the 10/1938 issue of the L’Architecture 
d’Aujourd’hui periodical (L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui, X–64).
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conceived the latter “as a whole, both living, thinking, and 
acting, and most recently as a social being in formation.”33 
From the scale of the buildings to the design of furniture, 
sanitary and interior space equipment, the project in 
Voula was centered around the children’s physical scale 
and activities: it incorporated a program that highlighted 
the development of social connections, free movement 
and access to nature through its year-round functioning. 
In addition, due to the elaborate treatment of the tension 
between inside and outside, in reinterpreting the modernist 
visions of salubrious buildings, it bore an educational role, 
introducing to the children and youth the importance of 
caring for and engaging with the natural world.34

EMMANUEL VOUREKAS, PAIDOPOLI “AGIA SOFIA,” 
AGRIA, VOLOS: FRAMING THE CONTEXT
The attempt to improve the health and development of 
children will run into the obstacles that the reform efforts 
in these areas encountered in Greece in the second half 
of the twentieth century. The turbulent political climate 
of the postwar period, the arrival of refugees, as one of 
the major effects of the Civil War, created new problems 
and discontinuities. The hospitality of children during this 
period is one of the most sensitive, multidimensional and 

controversial issues of Greek modern historiography.35 “The 
situation seen by the Welfare Division in Greece [in December 
1944],” Ruth Pauley writes in 1946, “is too deplorable 
to describe on paper so that it can be really visualized,” 
going on to add that “there were and still are countless 
thousands of young children and adolescents completely 
on their own without adult supervision and without 
other financial support than their own efforts [as many] 
children’s institutions were completely destroyed or badly 
damaged.”36 In this context, the earliest of Queen Frederica’s 
initiatives – as she stepped up to manage Greece’s child 
welfare system in 1947 through the Welfare Organization 
of the Northern Provinces (renamed “Royal Welfare Fund” 
in 1955) – was the foundation of the Paidopoleis (children’s 
cities). These structures, part of the broader modernization 
efforts of the Greek society, operated on the basis of a 
combination of “voluntary and imposed philanthropy” and 
state-sponsoring.37 In the period 1947–50, it is estimated 
that fifty-three Paidopoleis and approximately seventy 
“children’s shelters” or similar spaces operated in the 
country,38 in continuation of the children villages built by 
the state or private associations in the interwar period.Τhe 
education system and everyday life in the Paidopoleis had 
a pro-royal and nationalist political ideology: the creation of 

9
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the Fund – a product of the particular political and social 
conditions in post-war Greece – was a goal of the Palace to 
ensure its position in the political rivalries, which manifested 
themselves with ever-increasing intensity during the Civil 
War, but also of Frederica herself in the political arena. 
Views of the Paidopoleis were contested also due to 
the fact that “the living conditions and the level of care 
children were provided in [them] varied greatly:”39 for some, 
they represented places of refuge from the severe social 
conditions while, for others, they were considered vehicles 
of propaganda and places of confinement. In support of 
the latter position, based on a study of the quality of life of 
children separated from their families in those days carried 
out by Mando Dalianis, historian Mark Mazower remarks 
that “conditions in these Villages in many ways resembled 
prison life, and there was the same rigid sense of a division 
between ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ worlds, separated usually by 
walls,” in addition “there were no clocks or calendars, and 
the day was regulated by the ringing of a bell.”40 The rigid 
and strictly articulated program echoed in the outdoors as 
“children were marched everywhere, even on occasional 
visits to the world outside” and “in most places they were 
subjected to twice-weekly ‘political education’.”41 The 
Paidoupoleis stood for “a mixed blessing;” they “undoubtedly 

improved juvenile care [but also rendered] the child-victims 
of the war easy targets for interventions by politicians and 
scientists, for ideological reasons in reality.”42

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION AND USE: ENVIRONMENTS 
PHYSICALLY AND PROGRAMMATICALLY DEFINED
The Paidopoli “Agia Sofia” (1955–58) in the coastal city of 
Agria, Volos, designed by architect Emmanuel Vourekas 
(1905–1992) was one of the first institutions to be 
established by the Fund.43 Situated in an area of accentuated 
topographic, landscape and natural features – an olive 
grove of approximately forty acres nearby the Pagasetic 
gulf coast –, the dormitory buildings benefitted from a 
southeast orientation whereas the communal spaces and 
administration building, with its monumental entrance, 
large staircase and continuous arcade, was placed parallel 
to the coast. Fig. 9 With a capacity of 260 children, the 
Paidopoli in Agria comprised a building complex of thirteen 
structures in total that included eight children’s homes for 
thirty-two children each, with a respective multifunctional 
space, and an aggregated building, hosting the restaurant, 
the entertainment room with a stage for theatrical shows, 
the administration and management offices, as well as 
storage and service spaces. The autonomous buildings 

9
Emmanuel Vourekas, Master plan, Paidopolis “Agia Sofia,” Agria, 

Volos, June 1955 (Emmanuel Vourekas Archive. ANA-85-54-36. © 
2023 – Benaki Museum / Neohellenic Architecture Archives).

10
Emmanuel Vourekas, Elevations and sections of the dormitories 

for the staff and guests. Paidopolis “Agia Sofia,” Agria, Volos, May 
1957 (Emmanuel Vourekas Archive. ANA_85_54_10. 2023 – Benaki 

Museum / Neohellenic Architecture Archives).

11
Emmanuel Vourekas, Elevation and section of dormitory building 

for 32 children, Paidopolis “Agia Sofia,” Agria, Volos, June 1955 
(Emmanuel Vourekas Archive. ANA_85_54_11. 2023 – Benaki 

Museum / Neohellenic Architecture Archives).

12
Dimitris Charisiadis, Paidopolis “Agia Sofia,” Agria, Volos, March 

1949 (AF 83-15. 2023 – Benaki Museum / Photographic Archives).
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of the complex included the dormitories for the staff 
and guests, Fig. 10 an infirmary, a laboratory and a gym 
shed; further facilities such as a sports fields and an 
amphitheater were integrated in the open space design. 
On the northeast side of the plot, a small chapel opened 
up to the main square in which the flows of different 
buildings diverged: an ample open gathering space for 
the entire complex with the flagpole placed at its center. 
In the Paidopoleis, the program defined by the Ministry 
of Education for all public schools was applied, however, 
activities had a semi-military character befitting the 
scout training method, such as uniform donning and flag 
raising. Free time activities were drawn up by the leader 
of each structure in collaboration with the assigned 
doctor, according to the specific contextual conditions of 
each institution, such as the available equipment and the 
regional climate, and included games, crafts, folk dances 
and songs, the tending of gardens, speeches of national 
and religious interest and, rarely, theater performances 
and film screenings. “The building facilities and staff help 
to implement the family system in the Paidopoleis,” the 

Royal Fund pamphlet writes, highlighting the inextricable 
connection between space and use. 

ARTIFICE/NATURE INTEGRATION: REINTERPRETING 
THE VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURAL TRADITION
The Paidopoli in Agria centers around the harmonization 
of building and nature, defining a system of open and 
threshold spaces which enables a sense of freedom, 
association and social interaction, in contrast to the rigid 
functional program. The considerable size of the entrance 
portico at the main building mediates the transitions 
between inside and outside, while allowing children to 
connect to the outside world. The covered loggias that run 
the entire length of the dormitories’ façades are raised from 
the ground and similarly represent valuable in-between 
environments. These spaces, besides being central to 
the spatial experience in the complex, hold an important 
environmental role. They form part of the broader 
bioclimatic design principles which the project adopts, such 
as the southeast orientation of the dormitory buildings, the 
pitched roofs and the façade design according to building 

10
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exposure. A diagrammatic sun path section of a dormitory 
building for thirty-two children, kept at the Neohellenic 
Architecture Archives of the Benaki Museum, represents 
the study of optimal natural lighting scenaria of the interior 
space, in winter and summer seasons, and is telling of 
Vourekas’s interest in issues of daylighting and passive 
solar heating. The section associates the project with the 
early modernist strain of emphasizing the continuous 
relationship between built and natural environments with 
regard to environmental function, rather than in aesthetic 
terms alone. Fig. 11 Vourekas designed the buildings 
of the complex to their smallest detail, from the arcade-
shaped wooden window fixtures to the island-vernacular 
style fireplace in the dining room and from the large glazed 
openings which ensure ample natural illumination in the 
public spaces to the wooden brick-covered pergolas which 
delimit the terraces. The project expresses a sensibility 
about building materials, furnishing and construction details, 
sharing characteristics in common with an earlier work of 
Vourekas, the children’s summer village in Varimpompi, 
Athens (1951). A high aesthetic quality is sought in the 

design of these elements, also in connection to the regional 
architectural vernacular. Although Vourekas draws on the 
modernist architecture heritage, through the design of clean 
volumes and unornamented surfaces, he adopts a renewed 
standpoint toward tradition. To better understand such a 
standpoint, we need to retrace his formative background 
as well as the prevalent cultural atmosphere in Greece in 
the late 1920s. Returning to Athens from his architectural 
studies in Dresden during that period, “his career begins at a 
time,” Maro Kardamitsi-Adami writes, “when modern Greek 
architecture is trying to find its way between contemporary 
international currents and conservative tendencies that 
remain attached to older forms.”44 The integration of the 
vernacular architectural idiom – with a special attention on 
the traditional architecture of Northern Greece, the region 
in which the Paidopoleis were mainly centered – aligned 
with similar design approaches to the growing typology 
of the children’s camps in Europe:45 aimed to relate the 
building complex to the identity and culture of the area and 
to nurture, foremost, a sense of belonging and community 
among the young residents.

11
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CONCLUSIONS
Assuming manifold expressions throughout the twentieth 
century, among them children’s villages, colonies or cities, 
summer camps46 and Paidopoleis, the architecture of the 
structures for childhood in Greece remains an under-
explored topic in comparison to school buildings, hospitals 
and sanatoria. In the discussed projects, Djelepy and 
Vourekas addressed concerns with the health, hygiene 
and spatial experience of children in need, in periods 
of political, social and cultural turmoil, which reflected 
in the fervent search for a direct relationship between 
built and natural environments. Fig. 12 Both architects 
addressed the challenge of shaping the physical, material 
and social environment of vulnerable children and youth. 
Through their visionary projects, they valorized the 
pavilion-plan organization to foster connections with 
nature and render mandatory the use of open space 
as a field of active relations, envisioning, in different 
degrees, to connect the community of children with a 
wider social space.47 The project by Djelepy explicitly 
drew upon the Modern Movement tradition, placing a 
particular attention on structural and architectural means 

to mediate the specificities of the local Mediterranean 
climate. It articulated a multifaceted design approach 
that emphasized the integration of the built artifact with 
the surrounding nature and coastal landscape through 
the definition of variably permeable spaces, at times non-
programmatically defined. In turn, the project by Vourekas, 
in response to a rigid and complex functional program, 
prioritized morphological elements and spatial distribution 
features from the regional architectural tradition, testifying 
to the fact that “the emergence of modern architecture 
also depended on a host of complicated interrelationships 
with the vernacular and the traditional as cultural patterns 
purportedly inferior to those that followed.”48 Even if to a 
different extent, both projects echoed “the social dimension 
of modernity in Greece, but [were] also a comprehensive and 
conscious reinterpretation of modern forms, techniques 
and ideas in search for a new contextual modernism.”49 

Revisiting these pivotal projects today may hold the key to 
formulating a more inclusive history of the architectures 
of childhood in Greece, which would continue to develop 
in the second half of the twentieth century, targeted at a 
social and cultural transition.50

12
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ABSTRACT
L'architettura ha svolto un ruolo centrale nei programmi di 
assistenza all’infanzia sviluppati in Grecia nel corso del ventesimo 
secolo. Questo saggio analizza due esempi chiave del periodo tra 
le due guerre e del dopoguerra: il villaggio per bambini di Panos-
Nikolis Djelepy a Voula, Atene (1933–34, 1936–39) e Paidopoli di 
Emmanuel Vourekas ad Agria, Volos (1955–58), entrambi influenzati 
dal rispettivo contesto politico, sociale e culturale. La ricerca 
analizza come i progetti abbiano contribuito alla creazione di una 
tipologia edilizia incentrata sulla questione centrale dell'ospitalità 
e della cura dei bambini e dei giovani. Viene presentata un'analisi 
critica comparativa dei due progetti, con particolare attenzione ai 
modi in cui essi hanno affrontato il rapporto tra edificio e contesto, 
interno ed esterno, natura e artificio, in linea con le terapie mediche 
prevalenti all'epoca, ponendo un'attenzione particolare alle questioni 
di performance ambientale.


